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Results of the Online Survey
137 Respondents, with 103 complete surveys
• Baby Boomers: 12 (11 male, 1 female) (ages 55-70: average: 61)
• Gen X: 12 (5 male, 7 female) (ages 36-52: average: 45)
• Millennials: 39 (22 male, 17 female) (ages 19-34: average: 24)
• Rising Generation: 21 (13 male, 8 female) (ages 17-23: average: 19)
• Prefer not to label: 19 (11 male, 7 female) (ages 19-57: average: 34)
The first set of questions looked at communication with BABY BOOMERS.

Q2 If/when I do have communication problems with Baby Boomers, the main
issues are:
From fellow Baby Boomers: The main communication problems come from
political and religious discussions.
From Generation X: Intensity/rudeness, gender issues, resistance to change, lack
of awareness of current and future issues
"Lots of yelling and shouting from male baby
boomers. They often have meltdowns and resort
to intimidation to promote their agenda."

"Baby Boomers lack a sense of current and
future issues that specifically affect the
generations succeeding them."

Sometimes can't agree on doing things in a new
way or changing "the way things have always
been done."
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From Millennials: Understanding technology, perceived disrespect, inexperience
with diversity
"Lack of understanding of technology and
media." "Topics related to social media." "Lack
of urgency to reply to an email (week-long
duration between replies)" "Technology and
computers" "A disconnect in discussing
technology, a disconnect concerning lingo"
"Needing to explain the current technology
before discussing the issue" " A technology
learning curve/response time for some (not all)
of the baby boomers I've dealt with."
"Disagreement on what matters in life. Respect."
"I feel like they are often ready to dismiss any
problems we're encountering making
conversations difficult."
"It is always the Millennial's fault. When in reality
every generation has made a change to society
in some way."

"Baby Boomers in management who don't
grasp/remember the amount of detail and effort
required for tasks that they have not had to do in
years, i.e. lab work, field work, design
calculations."
"When we accomplish things we hear how much
more they accomplished by x age and that we're
still not doing enough which can be frustrating"
"I find that Baby Boomers typically look down on
or are uncomfortable with younger generations."
"They talk down at times."
"They assume they already know what I'm going
to say and don't actually listen to what I said."
" A lot of baby boomers don't understand
modern social issues such as mental health,
diversity, or sexual orientation." " Diversity"

From Rising Gen: Understanding technology, differences regarding societal
issues, perceived inexperience, use of slang
"Technological gaps" "Technology references" "
"Issues with technology"
"Slang they do not understand" " New
terminology" " Different terms and words that
aren’t used anymore"
"They do not listen to my side of the argument,
or do not always consider my opinion"
"Occasionally, they do not respect my opinions
or views"

"Differences between how each generation was
raised and societal norms/values we hold."
"Relationships" " money, social etiquette,
morals, freedom, my decision making abilities" "
Inability to see from one another's perspective" "
Today's Society/Issues" "They ruined our
economy making it harder for us to get jobs and
then blame us for problems in society."

From Prefer not to Self-Label: Understanding technology, lack of shared
references for process, career track, social/political, etc.
"Typically old ways vs. new ways - e.g. with my
fellow faculty at VU my main issues are how
they value the importance of research.
Sometimes I feel older faculty do not really
grasp the pressures that younger faculty are
having in developing research program and in
getting grant supports."

"Technological challenges: they may not use or
understand how to use newer communication
techniques that are now considered 'standard'."
"I am missing knowledge or context to
understand what they are communicating."
"Social politics"
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Q5 When there is not mutual respect, the main issues are:
From fellow Baby Boomers: Political, lack of consideration, assumptions
"Political" "Inconsiderateness" "Entitlement issues" "Lack of respect is usually caused by judgments,
perceptions, or misperceptions being made by either party."

From Generation X: Gender issues, siloing
"'Us versus them' mentality."

"Certain folks don't seem to want to work
together as the cohesive team we should all be."

"Speaking over/interrupting female faculty and
lots of intimidation tactics." "chauvinistic men"

From Millennials: Lack of mutual understanding/communication, lack of
appreciation for diversity, lack of appreciation for the other group's experience
"Lack of understanding of each generation's
values." "Differences in values and misalignment
of short-term/long-term goals of humanity."
"My generation not appreciated the years of life
experience of the Baby Boomers"
"Too young, us Millennials have not been
around enough or experienced enough" "
Mistrust. Younger generations having to prove
their intelligence and competency." "A general
lack of importance when the younger person is
speaking though their ideas are valuable and
should be heard." "I feel like they look down
upon me sometimes" "Impression that boomers
tend to disregard my opinion because of my
age"

"Baby Boomers not keeping an open mind about
new and improved ways of doing things." "this is
only some baby boomers (not representative of
all) but I find this group is more resistant to
change and or
trusting input from younger colleagues."
"Baby Boomers that exhibit sexist or racist
tendencies that have nothing to do with
someone's capabilities." " Younger people have
it "too easy" today." "I've had experiences where
they openly criticized my generation to my face."
"I cannot voice my ideas in a way that will be
valued and accepted, and I am not considered
an equal."

From the Rising Generation: Perceived immaturity, societal changes, openness to
change, misunderstanding
"Often people will think because I am a teenager
I am incapable of mature thought, etc." "They
think we are soft sometimes" "My
age/experience"
"Misunderstanding of the environments in which
both parties were born and raised" "Differences
in experience"
"Differences in mentality and priorities" "They
have a fear of trying new things" "closedmindedness"
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"Sometimes, people can be intolerant of issues
such as gay rights or religious beliefs, and if the
you do not agree with the baby boomer, this is
where the lack of respect happens" "assuming
I'm entitled, making assumptions based on
stereotypes" "Disagreeing on the best financial
decisions, morals, or life choices in general"
"Relationships"
"Communication and Understanding"
"Miscommunication"
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From Prefer not to Self-Label: Resistance to change, assumptions based on age,
gender, background, etc.
"Reluctance to try new approaches to issues" "
Again... old ways vs. new ways...."
"They seem to dismiss my answers perhaps
because I am younger."
"Gender related" " unfamiliarity, ego"

"Just not understanding each other's
backgrounds." " Assumptions of
character/background" " Typically matters of
*opinion* being construed as "facts". Many don't
understand the difference between the two and
can become upset because you don't agree with
their "fact" which is really an opinion."

The second set of questions looked at communication with GENERATION X.

Q7 If/when I do have communication problems with Generation Xers, the main
issues are:
From Baby Boomers: Technology preferences, social/political factors
"I still like to talk on the phone, and not text
everything." "Electronic device oriented "

"Different life stages" "Abortion"

From fellow Generation Xers: Cultural, gender, or political differences
"Gender or cultural issues." "Narrow minded
republicans."
© The Jennings Group, 2018. All rights reserved.

"Lack of focus." "I seems to be more proactive
for them."
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From Millennials: Technology, perceived ageism, social/political priorities,
perceived lack of respect
"They are rude." "Their unwillingness to listen"
"Not listening to me."
"Disagreements on helping other people.
Disagreements on what is important in life."
"Some disconnects with language and
technology." "Prompt responding."
"Communicating about technology"
"Technology" "Just a difference in
communication preferences. Emails and phone
calls vs. IMs. This generation has a tendency to
over-email."

"Dislike of the idea for change on the older
generation's end." "Respecting change from
their generation and how they contributed to that
change."
"Me reminding them of their child and being
babied." "Power Trip" " Just typical discomfort
with communicating with someone that is not
your own age." "Not understanding/
remembering the complexity of completing
certain tasks that they did years ago."

From the Rising Generation: Technology, lack of respect or empathy
"Misunderstandings of technology."
"Technology."
"Disregard of opinions or problems." "Them
being fairly talkative, and me struggling to get
enough input into the conversation." "Having
more privileges." "Respect."

"They do not always take my problems seriously
because 'they had it worse' but I do not see how
that invalidates my issues." "Different viewpoints
of what I should be doing in my life at this time."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Technology, lack of understanding
"Technological but to a much lesser degree than
with Baby Boomers."

"Schedules." "Personal opinions and ways in
doing/handle things." "Differing viewpoints."

"Lack of understanding the other's perspective."
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Q10 When there is not mutual respect, the main issues are:
From Baby Boomers: Technology, perceived lack of consideration or
misperception
"Communication preferences." "Electronic
device oriented." "Technology gap."
"Inconsiderateness."

"Differences in political opinion." "It's been my
experience that lack of respect is usually caused
by some sort of judgment, perception, or
misperception being made by either party
against the other." "I have no idea if they respect
me or not… hard to tell with anyone."

From fellow Generation Xers: Priorities and social/cultural issues
"Gender or cultural issues."

"Lack of seriousness."

"Not having the same goals."

From Millennials: Perceived disrespect, mismatch in amount of management
structure or communication, lack of mutual understanding
"Professors not respectful of student's time."
"Respect issues." "They don't respect anyone."
"Some generation Xers see Millennials as
incompetent to function in society." "The main
issue is that they see me in relation to their
children so my contributions may be heard like
their child's." "Openly criticizing my generation to
my face." " Generation Xers feeling that younger
generations lack experience and passion."
"Being talked to as if I know less than them."
"My voice is not heard, and I take them less
seriously."

"Extremes of either micro-management or a
complete lack of management." "Difference in
opinion or values as to how things should be
done." "Opinion that I do not respect them and
follow their 'advice' to the letter." "Different
working styles."
"Communication" "Related to how younger
people make use of too much technology."
"Age difference." "Age."
"Political differences."

From the Rising Generation: Perceived disrespect, cohort effects
"Gen Xers sometimes assume that Millennials
and Gen Zers are lazy, or addicted to
technology, and therefore do not take us
seriously. When this happens, it is hard not to
feel disrespected." "Treating me like a child."
"Due to stereotypes of my generation."
"Disregard of views, opinions, or problems." "A
lack of understanding."

"Trouble adjusting to changing times."
"Differences in mentality and priorities. They're
too young to understand some things, but too
old to understand other things." "Jealousy." " My
age/experiences."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Perceived disrespect, opinionated, social/cultural
issues
"Feel like they are looking down on me." "That
they seem to know more than I do and therefore,
brush me off." "Unfamiliarity and ego."

"Similar to Baby Boomers, misconstruing
'opinions' as facts." "Personal opinions and ways
in doing/handle things."

"Gender related." "Just making sure we
understand each other's backgrounds & ideas."
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The third set of questions looked at communication with MILLENNIALS.

Q12 If/when I do have communication problems with Millennials, the main issues
are:
From Baby Boomers: perceived selfishness, use of technology
"Materialism oriented." "Entitlement issues."
"Millennials at times can be a little selfish."

"Lack of common experiences and technological
interest/skills." "Different reference points in
time… which is to be expected."

"Communication techniques." "Increased use of
social media which I do not use (or want to
use)." "Lack of face to face communication."

© The Jennings Group, 2018. All rights reserved.
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From Generation X: Social/cultural issues, slang, assertiveness or directness that
feels too aggressive
"Gender and cultural issues." "Don't understand
their language and new gender identities."
"Slang that I don't understand."

"Often aggressive tactics are used especially for
grade disputes." "They seem to have no
problem being honest/blunt in their critiques of
others, but don't like the same level of honesty
being directed at them."

"Differences in expectations."
"Attention span."

From fellow Millennials: Attention issues, perceived lack of respect, perceived
sense of entitlement, perceived apathy, social/cultural and political issues,
opinionated
"Not being able to focus in on one idea." "Their
phone." "No awareness of what is around them,
self absorbed." "Attention issues."
"Lack of respect for authority." "Respect for
others."
"Many Millennials have differing views on
several social issues with me." "Lack of common
interests." "Personal interests." "Values."
"Millennials seem to be fairly contentious and
against tradition." "Political opinions." "Donald
Trump." "Trying to communicate with groups
who hold the privilege (particularly, white
males)."

"Lack of initiative and follow through on tasks."
"Apathy to job, to the team, to working hard."
"Lack of taking responsibility." "Willingness to do
something for myself."
"They're just cocky." "A sense of entitlement or
very high self-worth."
"The main issue is we're all very opinionated so
some people struggle with the ability to listen.
When listening even though you may not agree
you learn a lot about each other."
"Stubbornness." "Trying to get everyone on the
same page." "Everyone has strong opinions and
they are more likely to state/debate them."
"Personalities do not mesh well."

From the Rising Generation: Technology, lack of clarity, difference of opinions,
lack of shared cultural references.
"They are too caught up in electronic
connections."
"Inability to communicate over social things like
childhood movies (i.e. Millennials watched Top
Dog vs. Toy Story)."

"Differences in opinions and how to express
ideas." "Being vague about what we mean when
we communicate." "Difference in opinions."
"Working harder." "They aren't realistic."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Personality factors, ageism, social/cultural
differences
"Personality." "Personal opinions and ways in
doing/handle things." "Inability to take
responsibility for actions. This is person specific,
though. Not as a group." "Sometimes their
impatience and lack of understanding of the
broader picture."
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"I am too 'old' to know what is going on." "I am
more out of touch with the cultural and
technology issues."
"Different backgrounds."
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Q15 When there is not mutual respect, the main issues are:
From Baby Boomers: Different values, perceived judgment or misperception, lack
of consideration
"Different values and world views." "Work ethic."
"Some sort of judgment, perception, or
misperception." "Entitlement."

"Inconsiderateness." "I have no idea if they
respect me or not."

From Generation X: Lack of respect, perceived lack of commitment,
gender/cultural issues, assertiveness perceived as aggressiveness, lack of
knowledge or shared expectations
"There seems to be a lack of respect on their
part for those with more experience and
knowledge."

"Often aggressive tactics are used especially for
grade disputes. I’ve even had to involve campus
security on occasion."

"Something that comes off as a lack of
commitment to the issue."

"Not knowing each other enough." "Differences
in expectations."

"Gender and cultural issues."

From fellow Millennials: perceived disrespect from others, personality traits/ego,
perceived dismissiveness, apathy/lack of focus, political differences
"Millennials are contentious, have not done
much to earn respect yet, and do not seem to
respect others at all."
"Many Millennials have ego issues." "Someone
putting themselves above the people around
them." "Shallow priorities, i.e. money." "Personal
interests and lifestyle." "Me getting frustrated
that the people I wouldn't respect are the
reasons Millennials have a bad reputation
(Entitled, Lazy, etc.)."

"Apathy." "Lack of foresight." "The main issues
are lack of coherence in solving problems."
"One person has more knowledge and
experience and takes over." "My work and
knowledge is discredited."
"Different political opinions." "Political
differences when one party refuses to listen or
respect another's opinion." "The ridiculous ways
some Millennials go about stating their beliefs."
"Social justice is focused on too much by
Millennials." "Minor differences in opinion."

From the Rising Generation: Perceived immaturity, lack of mutual understanding
"Immaturity." "Thought of as younger and more immature." "Lack of personal connection." "Lack of
understanding." "Being realistic." "Difference in opinions." "Them having an idea of what one should do
during college to land a good career, but me wanting to do things my way and enjoying the full college
experience."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Opinionated, perceived as impatient or dismissive
of experience
"Personal opinions and ways in doing/handle
things." "Unfamiliarity and ego."
"They seem to have the attitude that they know
more and do not have to listen to older people."
"Their impatience or inability to see things
through other's perspectives or the broader
© The Jennings Group, 2018. All rights reserved.

picture." "Believing your idea is better than the
other person's idea & completely ignoring their
reasoning." "Not wiling to put in the effort to do
the work required, and expecting exemptions
without consequence. Again, person specific,
not group related."
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The fourth set of questions looked at communication with the RISING
GENERATION.

Q17 If/when I do have communication problems with the Rising Generation, the
main issues are:
From Baby Boomers: Lack of shared language/references, technology
"Lack of a common language of everyday
events." "Different time references."

"Use of technology" "Dependency on electronic
devices for everything." "Increased use of social
media which I do not use (or want to use)."

From Generation X: Lack of shared language/references/expectations,
gender/cultural issues, perception of assertiveness as aggressive
"Slang or references I don't know." "Not
understanding each other." "Differences in
expectations."
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"Gender and cultural issues."
"Often aggressive tactics are used especially for
grade disputes."
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From Millennials: Unwilling to listen, technology mismatch, perceived as
rude/immature/unmotivated, lack of common frames of reference/interests,
"Unwillingness to listen." "They aren't interested
in listening to me." "I have issues
communicating with this generation because
they have a hard time listening to me."
"Miscommunication on responsibilities."
"Continuation of conversation."
"Technology" "Non-responsive to emails, not
sure the best/most effective way to
communicate with this group."
"They are usually always rude and only care
about themselves." "They are disrespectful."
"Donald Trump." "Some people being immature
or not being considerate of others." "Tend to
lack focus." "A lack of motivation." "General
incompetence/laziness."

"Many practical details are missed, or not
explained well to the rising generation."
"Understanding them." "My lack of
understanding of what they think is appropriate,
normal, expected, accessible to them, etc." "My
lack of understanding of their world as it involves
social media and social pressures I did not
experience." "Not understanding their
generation's ideals or just not knowing what they
will understand/what I will understand when we
speak." "Lack of common interests." "They are
taught differently than us Millennials. Very
connected to technology and the digital world,
too young to understand some concepts." " I
have trouble meeting them where they're at,
particularly academically." "Maturity and different
life priorities." "They're ignorant."

From the Rising Generation: immaturity, social/cultural/political differences,
slang
"Lack of maturity." "Being too mature, having
better things to do." "They are immature."
"Slang that people do not understand depending
on what part of the country they are from." "Not
understanding all the references."

"Differences between free thinking and
expressing yourself however you want and the
traditional values I was raised and hold." "
political and social views ""Differences in opinion
that people are not willing to put aside." "Opinion
differences." "People don’t respect each other
the way they should."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Technology mismatch, different
interests/perspectives/opinions
"My main form of communication is email, and I
don't feel the rising generation checks emails
regularly or reads them fully; struggle to find a
better channel of communication." "With their
dependency on text messaging, they tend to
over react to messages where context (tone of
voice, facial expression, body language) isn't
available to help clue the recipient in to what the
originator is feeling."
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"Different perspectives." "Don't have common
topics of interest." "Personal opinions and ways
in doing/handle things." "We tend to not like to
let others know when something bothers us or
completely ignore someone who has an
opposing view to us."
"I sometimes forget that they do know all the
things that I know."
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Q20 When there is not mutual respect, the main issues are:
From Baby Boomers: Lack of knowledge/understanding, technology
"Lack of knowledge." "I think myself and the
rising generation each discounts the value of
what the other knows/believes." "I have no idea
if they respect me or not."

"Entitlements and the way their parents spoil
them and refuse to give them responsibility."
"Some sort of judgment, perception, or
misperception being made by either party."
"Dependency on electronic devices."

From Generation X: Lack of knowledge/understanding, gender/cultural/
assertiveness issues
"Differences in expectations." "Not
communicating enough to understand each
other."

"Gender and cultural issues."
"Aggressive tactics."

From Millennials: Perception of being undervalued, immature, or misinformed,
perception of ego/entitlement, technology, lack of shared cohort experiences
"They feel undervalued, and I feel like a jerk."
"They may not be mature." "Too young to
understand."

"The internet is disrupting behavioral learning
processes." "Lack of response or showing
care/urgency."

"Lack of coherent leadership where all thoughts
are considered." "This generation is misinformed
and cannot figure out how to inform themselves,
and this leads to my lack of respect for them as
a whole, leading to even more of the original
issue of lack of effective communication."

"Lack of understanding as the differences in our
childhoods to theirs. Ours isn't that far off in our
memory, yet it really is, and I think it's hard to
see theirs so different and not find tension there.

"Massive ego and entitlement issues from the
rising generation." "Selfish and attentiongrabbing behavior." "Self-absorbed."

"I think that the Rising Generation's movement
against gun laws is admirable and impressive."

"Disagreements."

From the Rising Generation: Perceived closed-mindedness, immaturity
"People who are close-minded and unable to
see the other side of an argument." "Not
respecting differences in opinion." "Differing
ideologies." " Them not considering suggestions
I may give about how to do certain things."

"Attacking opinions." "Political and social views."
"Immaturity." "Typical high school
ignorance/nonsense." "A lack of understanding
of their current situation."

From Prefer Not to Self-Label: Perceived closed-mindedness/immaturity/sense of
entitlement, mismatch in expectations
"Believing your belief is better/right compared to
someone else's belief." "Their viewpoint of older
generations not understanding their problems,
their lack of worldly experience." "Personal
opinions and ways in doing/handle things."

"Attitude of entitlement is very prevalent in this
generation, and I have no tolerance when it is
not earned." "Lack of effort, independent
thinking."
"Issues may arise around expectations for
interactions."
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The next set of questions looked at communication between generations.
Q21 What additional issues or problems have you seen or experienced in
communication between different generations?
From Baby Boomers: Social media, politics, age-specific issues
"Social Media prevalence and acceptance"
"Younger generations not as connected to local
community."

From Boomer student: "My short term memory
for some things is slipping, so testing that
emphasizes what is in immediate memory feels
a bit physically discriminatory."

"Strong political divisions"
"Immaturity and ignorance are usually the
biggest culprits and immaturity and ignorance
can be a problem in all generations."

"I don't seem to have any issues with any
generation... if you respect them, they respect
you."

From Generation X: Closed-mindedness, perceived disrespect
"Not being open minded" "Not trying to look at
things from the other generation's viewpoint, or
understand why they do/say what they do."

"Level of respect." "Micro aggressions are
common from colleagues and students there
aren’t any mechanisms to address the
behavior."

"There are people who are tough to
communicate with/understand, but they are
throughout the age spectrum."

From Millennials: Different values, decline in communication skills,
social/political issues, technology
"Difference in values." "Overall, a lack of
understanding of each other's values, and a
resistance to change and being open to new
ideas." "I think both sides can fail to see things
from a different point of view and that leads to
tension and poor communication." "Mostly the
lack of the ability to listen and respect to what
the other generation has to say and learn off of
this is a key issue" "Strong differences in
opinions and work ethic." "Values tend to be
different. Because of age differences, shortterm/long-term goals and perspectives are
usually misaligned. People have different
agendas." "Respect, listening, entitlement."
"People being judgmental." "Writing off ideas
just because ideas come from different
generation." "Disrespect comes from a power
dynamic. The older generations will not
relinquish their work/power to younger people to
continue it."
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"Lack of forum to dialogue." "Inconsistency in
communication skills." "There is a slow decline
in ability to dialogue effectively." "I've noticed
that the older generation will generally refer to
an anecdote, or some abstract situation when
disagreeing with my ideas."
"Older generations don't know what is
acceptable to say (regarding political/social
issues)." "There's a lack of understanding in
terms of social and political issues that
sometimes translates into how people treat each
other in the classroom (professors and students
both)."
"Email etiquette." "Social media." "Different
preferences and styles of communication (via
email vs. texting or some sort of other platform)."
"Knowing what type of communication is best
(email, letter, text, call)."
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From the Rising Generation: Lack of respect, lack of shared values, technology,
political differences
"Just lack of respect between older and younger
people." "Some generations do not understand
other generations because the older generations
base their communication off of their
experiences when they were younger and they
have had completely different experiences than
younger generations." "Different perspectives on
values." "Misunderstanding of modern and/or

past culture and how it affects people." "Lack of
understanding of situations."
"Biggest issue is with technology. Older
generations typically aren't very functional with
regards to technology." "Technology."
"Mostly political disagreements, also financial."

From Prefer not to Self-Label: Technology, lack of training in professional
communication, not listening, social/cultural
"Technology use." ""Technology, but I am trying
to embrace that." "Technology." "No one reads,
lack of trust in technology."
"With students, I think professional
communications, particularly around email, need
to be reinforced." "Some people do not know
how to edit their diction to accommodate others
outside of their group." "Understanding work
values." "Since our skills are so different, some
things that I do quite slowly they do quickly and
vice versa. Sometimes it leads to frustration and
misunderstanding on both sides."

"People cut each other off when they get excited
or disagree with a point without allowing the
person talking to finish (me included)." "Lack of
seeing things from someone else's perspective
is a core problem."
"Social issues." "Everyone is too focused on
his/her ways/habits/opinions and not willing to
understand other people's." "Lack of
understanding of differing circumstances."

Q22 What would you like other generations to know about how you prefer to
communicate?
From Baby Boomers: Face-to-face, authenticity, listening
"Face to face is always best. Followed by phone
conversations." "I think that sometimes brief
meetings are more effective than 10 texts."
"Let's 'actually' talk with each other, face to
face!"
"Listen to them, listen to them, listen to them and
then respond if appropriate."

"Dislike the telephone."
"Honestly, less image, more content." "I prefer to
communicate in honesty and truth. I choose to
respect and treat others in the same way I would
want to be respected and treated. If I do that,
then there is rarely a problem, but authenticity is
paramount."

From Generation X: Respect
"Let's just all be respectful and
cordial/professional to one another."
"Professional conduct that is extremely polite is
the standard. Everything else is harassment!"
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"I don't want to be judged about everything."
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From Millennials: Format preferences, honesty and respect
"With respect that not all Millennials are the
same."
Case in point, the responses were split on
preferences for format:
"Email is a preferred system. In a world where
there are a lot of he said/she said issues, having
communication in writing provides a level of
safety." "I prefer in-person communication over
communication via technology." "Just because I
am younger does not mean I do not prefer
meaningful, face-to-face conversation."
"Younger generations do not always prefer text,
many actually prefer to use email for
professional correspondence." "I like more face
to face meetings, or quick catch ups rather than
long drawn out emails." "Millennials and Rising
Generation to know that I prefer clear and
concise texts and emails, and that a phone call
or in person is much faster and preferred."
"Social media doesn't encompass 100% of my
communication." "I am comfortable in person
and over text communication." "Electronically
works well, same with in person."
"Not everyone is an extrovert."

"Efficiently and effectively."
"Stay on top of emails. It takes 2 minutes to
reply."
"With honesty." "I prefer to communicate openly
and regularly." "I prefer to communicate in an
open manner, where I listen to what others are
saying then state my beliefs and see where we
agree and if we can reach further agreement. I
do not ever wish to be told what I should believe
or how I should act." "Being honest yet kind
goes a long way. I don't really like "beating
around the bush" or trying to guess the intent
behind what someone else is saying. There is a
way to be direct but not confrontational." "I think
most problems can be solved through open
communication, but the key is open. Everyone
needs to be wiling to discuss their feelings in
order to solve the issue."
"People of different ages can be experienced." "
Please speak to me like you would a colleague,
and don't make jokes about 'you weren't around
when...'. Treat me how you would like to be
treated."

From the Rising Generation: Format preferences, honesty and respect
"I prefer to communicate face to face if it is
important, but reminders I prefer via electronic
communication." "Email, phone call; when
necessary regular mail." " In person." "I like to be
quick and efficient."

"Please be honest about your opinions, and
please be open to hearing another side and or
changing what you think." "Relaxed and well
thought out manner. Can't tell someone they are
wrong or stupid." " I would like them to know that
I appreciate clear and open communication with
explanations when there is confusion." "Listen
better."

From Prefer not to Self-Label: Listening, format preferences
"They need to listen and pay attention and less
focus on what they want to say." "Listen." "I
appreciate it if you listen to me and don't
interrupt me while I'm speaking because you are
older and have more experience. I'll listen to you
but I want you to listen to me, too."
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"I like to talk face to face." "I prefer short, clear,
succinct communications." "I prefer to have
things in writing, so both sides are on the same
page, which is why I prefer email. I realize that
picking up the phone, or meeting face-to-face,
can be more efficient, as it can expedite
situations." "Right now there are numerous ways
to communicate and I use them." "I use all
methods ('old' and 'new')."
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Q23 What confuses or frustrates you about how another generation tends to
communicate?
From Baby Boomers: Use of technology
"Lack of response to a reply when giving information requested." "Too many emails! instead of a
conversation." "College students - full dependency on electronic devices." "Texting versus speaking. Let's
people be too calculated, versus natural responses." ""I sometimes don’t recognize some of their written
usages like TTYL (talk to you later)." "Spend more time looking at their phone than having a
conversation." "Reliance on poorly supported sources of information." "Electronic communication."

From Generation X: Slang, perceived lack of respect, perceived lack of emotional
regulation
"Slang."
"That people do not manage their emotional
issues. I’m not responsible for managing
anyone’s meltdowns."

"There should be a level of respect for your
"elders" that seems to be missing in the younger
(Millennial and younger) generations." "The
younger generations seem to be more selfcentered and entitled."

From Millennials: Perceived rudeness and disrespect, perceived dishonesty,
anger, lack of communication skills, efficiency and lack of follow-through, lack of
understanding other generations' perspectives
"Older generations are usually rude and don't
consider the feelings of other people they are
talking about." "Sometimes talk down on
younger people." "Very judgmental." "They think
I do not know anything." "I find older generations
to be patronizing, I feel older generations also
can be rude when the situation doesn’t call for
that level of bluntness." "If you cannot do
something before a certain time, then say you
cannot work on it until then instead of continually
putting me off until I essentially force you to
respond." "Email etiquette." "I don't appreciate
being spoken down to because of my age—
regardless of possible qualifications or
understandings I have in the area in which the
conversation is taking place." "Older generations
disrespect women more, and they particularly
disrespect women engineers more. That only
adds to the tension felt when you're the only
woman in the room."
"They aren't open to other people." "I think older
generations can be less honest about things
because they are less willing to be open about
their emotions or feelings." "Hiding things, anger
over changes in status quo, anger over people
who wish to make life easier for others." "Don't
argue the same issue."
"Younger people struggle to hold good
conversations." "The formality is inconsistent."
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"The stereotype that Millennials can only
communicate via technology. I have had more
trouble dealing with older generations and their
use of technology in communication at
inappropriate times." "When people don't finish
their thoughts." "Even for a younger person, I do
not understand why people are always on their
phone, particularly in situations where personal
connections are critical." "It frustrates me that
younger generations value social media in such
a high regard."
"Other generations can be very impersonal and
have little regard for the importance of followthrough." "Inefficiently or in ways that could be
done with more ease."
"I think most frustration comes from what I
perceive as an inability or lack of desire to try to
see the other person's point of view. I think
people are usually doing what they think is right,
so trying to understand what the other person is
thinking/the source of their behavior would make
communication more effective." "Lack of
understanding different perspective or being
opposed to change." "The rising generation
does exactly what is wrong with
intergenerational communication today. They all
are stuck in their ridiculous beliefs as swayed by
today's media and portrayals of how they should
act in order to gain respect. It's all wrong."
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From Rising Generation: Perceived ageism, technology preferences, stubborn
unwillingness to communicate
"Millennials are even more caught up in
electronics than the rising generation, and that is
confusing for Baby Boomers and Gen-X that it is
not a continuous trend." "Sometimes older
generations do not think online communication
is "proper" but I think they should be open to it."
"Outside of technology, I don't really have much
issue with how they communicate." "Being
slow."

"When they are unwilling to see your side
because of age."
"They don't (communicate)." "They're stubborn."
"When they don’t understand my viewpoint even
though I explain." "Other generations don’t seem
open to change."

From Prefer not to Self-Label: Technology, perceived disrespect, resistance to
change, perceived difference in standards, eye contact
"Lack of technology use (by older generations)."
"Youngest generation too reliant on cell
phones." "Obsession with iPhones." "I get
frustrated when students don't respond to
emails." "So much tech, but no one knows
anything, expectation of instant gratification."
"In general, people don't let other's express their
opinions (especially when they contradict yours)
but you need to make sure you give them
respect & listen to them like they did for you."

"They just say ‘that’s how I was raised’ as if they
can’t change." "They do not listen and put
themselves in the other people's shoes and too
focused on their own ways and opinions."
"Speed, clarity, completeness - there are
different standards between generations." "Lack
of critical details at time, which results in trying
to pull teeth to get the bits left out."
"Lack of eye contact (by younger generations)."

Q24 What do you think would improve communication between different
generations?
From Baby Boomers: In-person interaction, respect, patience
"Talking!" "Less texting and emailing and more
talking." "Speaking to each other. Interacting
through events and games together." "Get off
their phones and go see each other, talk in
person, or actually call and talk. The most
important thing is to spend time with each other.
People know if they want to talk to me they have
to physically call or come to see me and vice
versa. I don’t and won’t text and I rarely email
except with folks that live or are great distances

away in other US states or other parts of the
world." "Listen more than talking… we have two
ears, one mouth, so listen twice as much as
talking would help."
"Patience and respect."
"Open-ended question — you could write a
book."

From Generation X: Respect, patience, making effort to understand others
"Respect for differences." "The Golden Rule."
"Reward professional conduct and ask meltdown
behavior to 'have a seat'."
"Patience." "We would all do well to listen more
and talk less and stop taking everything so
personally."
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"Trying to understand others' viewpoints and
where they come from." "Remove the desk.
Remove the suit." "Understanding the priorities
and mindsets of individuals of different
generations."
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From Millennials: Listening and honest dialogue, showing trust and respect,
reduce us-versus-them mentality, technology issues, develop written standards
"Trust, understanding the technological time
periods and available knowledge." "Treat each
other with respect and do not judge each other."
"Mutual respect and the willingness to listen and
learn from this." "Being more open." "Mutual
respect." "Empathy. Try to imagine the situation
from the other side in order to find common
ground." "Mutual respect is always key to avoid
breakdowns in communication. It's hard to
manufacture that respect between two
individuals but if it exists I think it helps
tremendously." "Diversity training, learning how
to think before you speak, and learning that
joking about things that victimize others is not
okay (no matter how "funny" you think it is). It
costs nothing to be a nice person!"
"Getting rid of the belief that there is some 'us
vs. them' situation in the world." "Having
something in common, especially in networking
situations. Even if everyone at the event is in the
same field, it's hard to break the ice with people
who are older." "Better understanding of how our
viewpoints are created and share that."
"Honestly, I do not know. I would say a better
understanding of different people of all ages, but
I have no idea how to realistically achieve this."

"Email etiquette!" "A standard method of
communication with clear guidelines about how
formal/information to be." "If people could
mutually agree on communication in advance."
"I think social media use should be decreased
immensely." "If the rising generation/Millennials
didn't use social media as much (I think it's a
waste of time)."
"The rising generation using their ears and then
their brain, not solely their ears." "Some honest
dialogue between generations as each
generation has its strengths and weaknesses."
"Simply talking about the ways were are different
would help so that we can better understand the
preferences and assumptions that the other
generations are making." "Methods to help
people better understand each group, and meet
everyone in the middle. Yes, Millennials suck
sometimes, but we're also the reason for a lot of
success in the world today. Baby boomers and
Gen X are older and might seem stuck in their
ways, but they figured a lot of s*** out before we
even came around in a lot harder
circumstances." "Practice."

From Rising Generation: Develop methods and standards for communication,
adapting, listening, respecting
"More ways for generations to connect and talk
comfortably without judgment." "More face-toface meetings regarding different
communication strategies." "Learning how to
effectively communicate through sharing ideas
and not taking disagreements personally."
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"Trying new things." "The generations must be
more open-minded about different ways of
communication." "People adapting to how others
communicate."
"Being willing to listen to one another." "Allow
equality." "Trying to see things from other
generations' perspectives." "More exposure and
experience."
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From Prefer not to Self-Label: Patience, less confrontation, mutual respect,
effective dialogue/listening
"Patience and understanding that different
people require different methods of
communicating." "Patience." "Patience. Not over
reacting or reading too much into something
without having an actual *discussion* (not
confrontation/innuendos) first." "More patience
on both sides to hear things through. Greater
ability to discuss issues without having either
side viewing it as confrontational."
"Mutual respect and willingness to listen and
understand to each other." "Respect is earned,
not given freely. I do not respect "Baby

Boomers" or "Gen Xers" or "Millennials", though
I respect individuals who have earned my
respect. The same goes for those who respect
me, I have earned their respect. I personally
think the questions in this survey stem from a
flawed initial premise. Perhaps it would be better
to teach students about actions that they could
take to earn respect."
"Good, active listening." "More dialogue." "I'd like
to learn how to more effectively communicate
with students." "Don't rely on textbook games."

Q25: "Other" responses
Generation X: " Asked or told directly. Don't beat around the bush." "Depends on what needs to be done."
Millennials: "If it's a superior, I prefer to be told. If it's a colleague, I prefer to be asked." "Asked or told is fine. The
statements/questions that fall somewhere in the middle of those two things is what bothers me."
Rising Generation: " When it is my parents, I prefer to be told; otherwise, asked."
Not Self-Label: "Send me a message." "I just need to know that it needs to be done. The method of delivery is unimportant."
"Depends on the authority. Told only when result of the action is crucial to the outcome of a bigger picture. Asked when it is not
crucial." "It does not particularly matter if the thing needs to be completed, a bigger concern of mine would be their overall intent. I
am more concerned that they clearly communicate the necessity or reason to do the thing, that way there is not misinterpretation."
"Asked with a deadline." "I like to be asked, but I also often time try to be sensitive and caring to see if that someone is in dire need
of something. I will approach that someone and offer my help without being asked."
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Q26: "Other" responses
Boomers: NA
Gen X: "Brief feedback, tell me what's wrong and I'll fix it. If I do not know how to fix it, guidance on how to fix it." "Depends on what
was done incorrectly."
Millennials: "A mix of 1, 3 and 4. Depends on the situation."
Rising Generation: NA
Not Self-Label: "Tell me what is wrong. if you have an idea on how to fix it, give me your suggestions. Normally, please don't make a
huge scene." "I prefer pointed and honest feedback, I don't need praise or sugarcoating, as this wastes time and obfuscates the
seriousness of the issues. I simple explanation of the issue and potential remedies if they can do so is more than enough." "The first
option with an additional offer to me to ask for clarifications and/or inputs on how I can make the corrections."
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Q27: "Other" responses
Boomers: NA
Generation X: " Learn by watching expert or googling and learning; it would depend upon task." "Goal, deadline and some detail if
needed." "Combo of watching someone and having a detailed process." "Depends on the new task."
Millennials: "A mix between 2-4, depends on the situation." " Depends on the circumstance / task and my experience with the
particular task." "Combo of 2, 3, and 4." "A mix of a few of these. I prefer either a goal/deadline or detailed instructions, depending
on how technical the task is. I also prefer to learn from experts so that I know I am learning the appropriate skills." "To collaborate
and discuss with others who know how to do the task, and be provided with some sort of on objective list to follow (doesn't have to
be detailed—more like a roadmap)."
Rising Generation: NA
Not Self-Label: " normally, I like watching someone do a similar task (doesn't have to be the same) but I also like being able to
attempt it on my own while also having the option of asking others for help/talking out my ideas. "For simple tasks, a quick statement
is enough. If it involves a process that is non-intuitive or complex, greater detail is preferable." "The first option with an additional
opportunity to seek for assistance/details to proceed." "Depending on the task - any of the above." "I like both the detailed process
AND watching someone else."
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Q43
Baby Boomers:

"Other" responses:
Boomers: "Blessing other people."

Generation X:
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Millennials:

Rising Generation:

Prefer not to Self-Label:
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